Year 10 Model
Term/text needed
Autumn 1
250 ‘An Inspector
Calls’
Autumn 2
200 Core course guide
50 Advance course
guide
Spring 1 and Spring 2
125 Macbeth

Unit

Content and Assessment

English Literature Paper – Modern Exploration of the play ‘An Inspector Calls’ focusing on themes,
Texts and Poetry
characters and language. Assessment focus on reading through
two responses to example questions – 50 minutes per response in
exam assessment conditions.
English Language Paper 1 –
Narrative and descriptive writing – assessment focus on writing
Writing Focus –
through two responses to example exam questions. 1 hour per
Descriptive/narrative writing
response in exam assessment conditions.
English Literature Paper 1 –
Shakespeare

Spring 2 and Summer 1 Spoken Language – Non
200 Core course guide examination assessment
50 Advance course
guide
Summer 1
English Language Paper 2 –
Writing to present a viewpoint
Summer 1 and Summer
2
100 Sign of Four
100 Dr Jekyll
250 AQA
Poetry Anthology 250

English Literature Paper 1 – 19th
Century Text

Summer Reading

Summer Reading Challenge

English Lit Paper 2 – Seen and
Unseen Poetry

Explorations of Shakespeare – ‘Macbeth’ – assessment focus on
reading through responses to example exam questions. 1 hour per
response in exam assessment conditions.
Presentation based on a potential career path for each pupil – task
will consist of a 5-10 minute presentation followed by Q/A session
directed by peers.
Writing to present a view – assessment focus on reading through
tasks linked to the study non-fiction texts and exam questions. 1
hour per response in exam conditions.
First reading of 19th century text ‘Sign of Four’ or ‘Dr Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde’ exploring plot and character.
Exploration of poetry clusters in the AQA poetry anthology – 5-10
of the key poems to be taught for the first time.

Pupils read the core texts for Year 11: ‘An Inspector Calls’
‘A Christmas Carol’ or ‘Frankenstein’, ‘Macbeth’ or ‘Romeo and
Juliet’

Core of scheme consisting of 20 lessons with an additional 5-10 lessons overview with any relevant resources.
Core assessment within the half term linked to Assessment Plan.
Homework to be organized across the scheme of work to promote independence.

